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TODAY’S WATCH
Let us pray, Dharma, for what is
witnessed by God this day in the
lands of that which were once Holy
is indeed telling of the human insanity of Man against brother. It
was stated so well last evening on
your Larry King program--“There
are no winners in this war and
America shall lose the most even if
the military adventure is overwhelming victory and suppression. ” When asked how long it
would take to bring good relationships with the PEOPLE of the
Arab nations, the Arab (an elderly
man with many years of experience) said ‘I...not less than until
2030 or ‘40; the people of these
nations despise both their own
wealthy, greedy royal rulers and
the United States--the PEOPLE
WILL RISE AGAINST YOU ALL
FOR YOU CANNOT SUPPRESS
THEM FOREVER!” This was a
man of peace, having lived into his
shadow years.
What is happening here is that
which brought the most destruction
to the tribes of Africa. Shaka Zulu
came and rose to power through
blood and hatred. The tribes had
“codes of war-“--they brought their
spears and arrows and dressed in
their war costumes and confronted
the “enemy” tribe whereat they
stopped a measured number of feet
from one another and danced and
shouted and “counted coup” on one
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another and yet blood did not flow
and in the “formal” wars it was an
accident if one was killed. Shaka
came and marched across the line
and killed everyone who moved
and the tribes have mourned ever
since. I comment not about renegades nor the rightness of the circumstance--it simply was how it
was.
Look closely at that which you
have become as a people--you feast
on 100,000 air attacks against
civilian centers and slaughter in the
thousands like Roman Royalty at
the gladiator shows and, now that
the enemy is beaten and ashamed,
you shame him further and put
your thumbs downward and slay
him even as he tries to surrender.
Now YOU ACCUSE ME AND
MY SCRIBE OF BEING ANTIAMERICAN
AND
UNPATRIOTIC.
Well, my scribe is
shattered with that which is happening for she, having come into
truth of the life journey, cannot
adjust to the death and persecution.
I, on the other hand, am not on
your place and I witness hatred and
thirst for blood which surpasses
Rambo in the U.S. and British
troops. Note that when the Iraqis
surrender to the Turks or other of
the Arabs, there is embracing and
love of brother for brother and the
war represents control of a heinous
leader and NOT the cause of the
“brother”.
You will do that which you will do
‘1
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but you must understand that
killing and force to obtain that
which was and is not yours to take
is not of Godliness and the grim
reaper shall ultimately set the price
of the actions--on both “sides”.
There are NO WINNERS IN
WAR! THE ONES WHO WILL
GAIN THE MOST IN THE ULTIMATE
COUNTING--OUT
THERE IN THE FUTURE, IS ISRAEL AND THE SOVIETS.
I
REMIND
YOU
OF
THAT
WHICH YOU DO NOT SEE-THE SOVIETS ARE CALLING
THE PLAYS IN TRUTH ON
BOTH SIDES OF THIS IRAQI
SURELY THERE
SQUABBLE.
CAN BE NO PRIDE FOR MASSIVE MURDER OF A THIRDRATE THIRD WORLD COUNTRY BY THE MOST ADVANCED NATIONS IN THE
YOU PROVE NOT
WORLD.
PROWESS--YOU ONLY PROVE
ABILITY
TO SMASH AND
SUPPRESS AS YOU TAKE THIS
FURTHER AND FURTHER.
Do not the Iraqis, in the ending
here, have the right to choose and
bring justice against the evil intent
of any rulers and, with protection
from the United Nations, call for
elections, etc.?
Who has pronounced one nation GOD over all
others? Pl.eFse go back and read
“Psychopolntcs”
and see that
which has happened. Your troops
were caused to wait in unknowing,
scorching heat, freezing cold and
misery until they were ready to go
unto death just to end the boredom
#6

and imprisonment of themselves in
a horrid placement. Through the
blood-letting and POWER they can
now see that they might go home
and the killing and smashing represents freedom. But it actually does
not--it only represents the lessening
of human goodness in a most subtle manner. So be it for these are
the things that bring nations down
and press the unseeing
into
enslavement. This war was a testrun to set the pieces in place for
the next segment of world domination.
When I speak of the One World
Government and ones who have
brought about the plight you face,
do I strike out at the persons of
ones such as Donald Keyes? No,
for like all of you-the-people, they
sought after world peace and understanding,
government
on a
global scale that would protect,
justly, all places from the tiny section of Africa to the giant forces.
What happens, precious ones, is
that the dream is stolen by the Elite
Sadist Powers and set up by those
powers and now you see the beginning of the results. You are not
now tending of the world “rights”
through a united council--you are
witnessing “behind closed doors”
power pronouncements and coalitions being formed out of the Elite
and dictatorial and monarchial
RULERS the control through massive force of the rest of the citizens
and nations of the world.
The
show of power against Iraq is but
piddling to the lesson your government is giving to you-the-people! You believe those soldiers are
YOUR protection--no, they are a
controlled machine which will now
suppress YOU and ultimately end
your freedom and few will recognize it until it is too late.
We are accused of being “Political
Activists”. All we do is tell you
the truth of it and you will find
NONE of our workers being activists as you suggest.
If truth
causes others to see and desire activism then that is of their decision-

-ours is to bring the uncovering of
the lies. If we were of force, we
would be present with our technical power and that would be the
end of freedom for all of you for
we have the power to annihilate
your planet instantly. Dear ones,
power is not the name of the game
of life progression--the point is to
come into balance with Godness
and have power and control over
one entity--self. When that is attained there is no longer even desire to control or overpower another.
You have forgotten that
which “freedom” really IS.
Do you think God is going to come
forth and somehow “blast” everyone into submission? Nay, it will
not be necessary for the Evil will
devour itself for it cannot exist in
the presence and within that which
is Godly and Lighted by goodness.
I do not pray for “victory” over
my brother--I pray that I not be
tempted into the places of evil and
Godlessness.
I pray that My
Spirit, which “Is omnipotent and
Omnipresent, hear my petition and
remain in attendance to my every
attention.
May YOUR SPIRIT,
Great Spirit Creator, be incarnate
in me. May Your power reveal itself within me and may it shine
constantly “without” me--wherever
I might find experience of my
greater and immortal being as I
journey through my experience
which has been granted through
Your Grace, unto me.
Please give unto me this day, that
which I need to better serve You,
Creator, and that which is The
Creation--ultimately,
my fellowbeing in whatever experience in
whatever dimension in which I am
allowed that experience.
May I
ever allow that other fragment as
my relations to experience without
my intervention or suppression.
Let me always bow unto Your
other creations and treat them as if
I truly understand that which they
are--Yourself in manifested testing
of my own growth into perfection
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of Self in Your expression. Show
me that I might recognize the truth
of myself and, in that, may I always bring forth into radiance,
Truth and reverence for all things
of Your Creation that I might come
into the total realization that it is
MY creation that is manifested before myself and is a reflection of
Let me always consider
myself.
the reflection of that mirror of self
before me and judge it most carefully as to whether or not it reflects
God or Evil.
Grant me strength of Spirit that I
always attend my brother and fall
not into the temptations offered by
humanness of flesh and physical
projection for it is but a fleeting
moment in my journey.
As I do
unto others I know my actions and
intent shall be returned unto me in
like kind for as the seed is sowed
so shall the harvest be in kind. If
we live by the sword, so shall we
die by the sword and if we live by
Light so shall we rise within the
Light--show us the way to bring
unto our brothers TRUTH in thine
own perfected radiance and harm
no man nor creature for our commission is to bring truth and force
no man for we shall always be
given into respect and allowance of
another’s choice and passage. May
we always be given into reverence
to another for we are not given to
know of another’s journey’.
Please allow me clarity and perception, tolerance and above all,
mercy and love for within the
Light of LOVE nothing of evil can
sustain.
I ask these things in guidance and
direction for Yours is the realm
and it is within ME and BACH and
ALL IS ONE, AND THUS
WITHIN ALL--grant us the Grace
And may
of REMEMBERING.
the KNOWLEDGE of the Truth
and Your true Power be within me
forever that I serve truly and infinitely in peace and brotherhood
with ALL THINGS WITHIN
THINE GLORIOUS BEINGNESS.
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I give gratitude for EVERY experience gifted unto me that I may
learn and through the lessons
learned by experiences, positive
and negative, rise unto and into the
perfection that is GOD! I ask these
things that I may serve in Godness
and not in Selfness but that so, too,
Self will discipline my path in the
true realization that there is only
ONENESS. Amen, and amen.
Dharma, we will please now write
that which is presented through the
hands of our beloved little sparrow, Dru for there is joy in the
heavens
these
days
as the
tledglings recognize their ability to
fly and take to the Cosmos with the
wings of Godness.
HOW TO RECOGNIZE
THE ANTI-CHRIST
(THAT WHICH IS
AGAINST GOD) WITHIN
Monitor your thoughts, words,
deeds and actions for the following
clues:
1. INFERIORITY OR SUPERIORITY THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS:
Feelings of inferiority or superiority over others will most often
manifest as a two-edged sword,
meaning both feelings may exist
simultaneously in One who feels
inferior, perhaps in his performance of some action or deed, may
feel inferior because he has failed
to be superior in his gwn eyes.
Somewhere within his ALTERED
EGO exists the Anti-Christ setting
for him levels of performance perhaps beyond his current capabilities. He then will fight for the
rightful superiority he is given to
believe he has over others and thus
continues to set himself up for failure in his own eyes. This is where
the term “Competition” defined as
striving:
another or others
for some object has been distorted
in society in such a way where
one’s personal worth as a human

being is measured against his performance
others or rather
than perfecting
his ”
which is striving in personal
ability beyond self-imposed limits.
And so it goes that one who is
chided by the Anti-Christ within to
feel superior to others will draw
from his feelings of not wanting to
be inferior, which often times
translates to him as rejection of his
beingness and unworthiness. This
is where fear enters the picture and
brings us to our next point.
2. THE ANTI-CHRIST
ROBS
YOU OF THE “NOW” OR PRESENT MOMENT:
It is very simple how this is
done. The Anti-Christ keeps your
altered ego in PAST-GUILT ORIENTATION or FUTURE-FEAR
ORIENTATION.
This is how
your reality manifestation abilities
are controlled.
As you wallow around in your
past, re-living experiences with regret and self-pity, you cannot work
in the present moment to change or
create more desirable circumstances. This is why many of you
may have heard the great wisdom
of FORGIVENESS and RELEASE
of all past emotional and physical
thoughts, words and deeds. One
must forgive self and all others.
(Remember that this does not mean
that you don’t garner the wisdom
of knowledge in Truth from the
lessons of the experience, because
that is why you created the experience in the first place--to grow in
your awareness of THE TRUTH.
The same rule about past-orientation is true for those who SPEND
COUNTLESS hours in re-living
pleasant past memories of the experience of living in and creating the
“now” . A rather appropriate cliche
along this line says, “It’s alright to
look back, just don’t stare”.
Now, Future-Fear orientation
is a big stumbling block for most
all of humanity. Fear, in itself is a
.) 3 *
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great separator of the human creature from his Creator. Fear is the
biggest tool of the Anti-Christ
Since the Highest Comwithin.
mand of The Creation is to

then it stands to
reason that recognizing the Truth
in all things, including your IMMORTAL connection with God,
will vanquish from your being any
fear of some future experience,
since you as an immortal-soul God
Fragment ARE the MASTER of
your destiny. You see, fear paralyzes the senses and only can manifest within the being if he sees
himself as separate from his creator
rather than a fragment of the ONE.
It is this ILLUSION of being separate from the ONE that has trapped
humans within the false bondage of
fear. If one recognizes the Truth
and is willing to see the manifested
illusion as it really is, one will see
the natural balance and inner peace
that is achieved by TRUSTING the
Father within, and wisely following the Laws of balance given by
God and The Creation.
This now brings us to the point
of remembering and understanding
THE LAW OF ONE. All beings
and creations are equal in the reflection of God, only each is different in abilities, talents 2nd beingness as an expression of the
ONE. You see, there cannot exist
any separation, all come from the
ONE great source of all, THE
CREATION and all will return to
our source, THE ONE. Humans
exist as individual fragments of the
whole, a fragment of and, if you
will, seeded with all unlimited potential of God-awareness and wisdom. When we LOVE the essence
of Spirit within all there is no
longer any illusion of separation.
We are simpfy honoring GOD
within ourselves and all others.
We no longer are separated by our
fears and unworthiness.
We are
God’s expressions of LIFE, we
ARE the SPIRIT OF LIFE IT#6

SELF.
3. THE ANTI-CHRIST
“IT’S
YOU,
NOT
FAULT”:

TELLS
YOUR

For example, it is not your
fault that your husband is an alcoholic and beats you, or that your
parents abandoned you, or that you
were fired from your job, or that
your government leaders are corrupt, or that we have gone to war
and on and on and on.
What the Anti-Christ within is
actually telling YOU is that
are not responsible for the experiences in your manifested reality. This false belief causes you to
cast BLAME on another or others
and not take
for YOU creating the manifested experience through the influence of the Anti-Christ within
you.
Ones will often times argue
with this truth and say, “Well, I
cannot control the free-will of another who chooses to be angry
with me, or steal from me, how
can I be responsible for the behavior or actions of another?” It is
true YOU are not responsible for
the free-will behavior of another,
BUT you ARE responsible for
“buying into” THEIR games and
making yourself a VICTIM to it.
YOU choose how you will RESPOND in ALL circumstances.
Remember THE LAW OF ONE?
The Anti-Christ within THEM is
the same Anti-Christ that YOU
choose to allow to exist within
you. The Anti-Christ is looking
for a place to reflect itself, and
YOU choose whether or not you
will reflect back the Anti-Christ or
whether you will recognize the trap
and instead reflect back the Divine
Love of the Father Within which
therefore leaves the Anti-Christ
nowhere to roost within YOUR
temple of GOD.
Here is a portion of a most
wondrous prayer by Hatonn which

is helpful to remember in your
daily communion with God and in
times when you feel you could be
lured into the Anti-Christ drama of
“Father, let me always
another.
allow YOUR will to manifest
through me that I stand in judgment of no man and yet wisely
judge that which is given in action
against YOUR HOLY PRESENCE. ”

Anti-Christ.
This may continue,
life-time after life-time, the poor
immortal soul becomes self-locked
onto the wheel of reincarnations

..

“.. .
.....

whether you are
aware of it or not, you are unconsciously manifesting ALL within
your scope of reality mostly with
your “altered” ego. The beautiful
thing about this- truth is that when
it is realized, one can become a
conscious creator of a truly balanced manifested experience
and so thereby balancing all of his
creation within the Laws of God
and The Creation.
ANTI-CHRIST
EN4. THE
SELF-PUNISHCOURAGES
MENT:
Of course, you know by now
self-punishment is encouraged for
“past” sins (errors). Which is really your altered ego unworthiness
(inferiority/superiority)
which we
discussed earlier, expressing itself
in the following ways: Criticism of
self and others, greed, lust, jeal9 envy, guilt, shame, selfdoubt, depression,
helplessness,
anger, hatred, resentment, impatience which leads to frustration,
illnesses and diseases which lead to
the death wish of the body. Selfpunishment is the effect of the
of believing the lies of the
i
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and seeks to
punish himself for his perceived
sins of the past in hopes of redeeming himself to his Creator
If he
understood the
God.
power and importance of forgiveness and release of his “past” and
adhering to the laws set forth by
God and The Creation, he would
be free of his bondage in an instant.
,
Yes, God created “Cause and
Effect” so that each soul could
grow in his awareness and become
empowered with the true responsibility he has of his thoughts,
words, deeds and actions. In other
words, so that he could recognize
his power and the importance of
responsible God-Balanced manifestation.
EN5. THE
ANTI-CHRIST
COURAGES’ ONE TO BREAK
THE LAWS OF GOD AND THE
CREATION GIVEN FORTH FOR
BALANCE:
For example, the law of God
which says, “THOU SHALT NOT

KILL”
This means in your
THOUGHTS as well as your deeds
you shall not wish death upon another human being of God. This
rule does not mean you cannot
fend yourself if your life is threatened, because that is suicide and
also against the laws of God.
This also means that by becoming pregnant, which is being
the vehicle of one of God’s new
creations, and having an abortion
because of YOUR irresponsible
sexual behavior, it is still MURDER any way you look at it. Remember “personal responsibility! “.
There are definitely many possibly
undesirable “effects” to illicit and
wanton lustful sexual activity.
Pregnancy and disease are two obvious results which do and have
occurred more often than not.
6. THE ANTI-CHRIST RULES
YOU BY YOUR DESIRES:
Your desires for those things
and “possessions” of the material
world include not only physical
manifested “things” of the material
world, such as a television, house,
car and money, but also emotional
desires such as sexual conquest,
marriage, children, friendship, acceptance, recognition and worship.
The Anti-Christ within will keep
you always seeking outside yourself for the false promise of mlfillment with more, bigger and
better “things”. And as the poor
soul readily jumps on the treadmill
of unfulfilling work to make the
money he now needs to fulfill his
desires, his soul pines away for
something more, something just
beyond his reach--if only he had
more, money, a more prestigious
job position, a bigger home, a
newer car, more vacations--more,
bigger, better. The false promise
is never enough and it will not fulfill the cry of the soul to recognize
and connect with the immortal
spark of his Creator within. So the
Anti-Christ will tell you to forget
your problems, have some fun,
relax, have a few drinks, take some

drugs, you deserve it and can afford it now.. . . and before long the
dear God Fragment is shrouded in
the darkness of addiction and misery.
So does this mean it is wrong
to have things of the material
world which you manifested? Not
at all; God is abundance in all
Kingdoms, but the catch is you
cannot become
to
of the material world and to your
emotional desires. You are borrowing this wondrous physical
body and all of the “things” of the
manifested world will NOT go
with you when you leave your
body in whatever sort of transition
you earn.
It is ONLY YOUR
IMMORTAL SOUL THAT IS
REAL IN THIS JOURNEY TO
WITHIN. All else is
manifested illusion.
However
lovely and precious it is, it remains
as the props and the backdrops for
the players remaining. This is just
ONE drama of billions fed by the
Breath of Life from God and The
Creation. And then again, it is really just ONE drama and we are
but co-creators in the play of life
unfolding.
So the key to releasing yourself
from bondage to the material plane
is to become DETACHED from it
which is to disconnect from your
attachments to “things” and emotional attachments as well. To become detached emotionally one
must forgive and release (see #4)
all perceived transgressions upon
self and others. This is not to say
you have no care or compassion or
Love--you
absolutely
and
have unconditional love of
all beings and creations of
(that IS their essences as existing
as a part of the ONE)--but you
must detach from all manifested
illusions
which
and emotions
weigh you down in vibration much
like wet wool garments on your
body.
7. Now there is one more point. to
ponder because many of you will
4
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“WHAT
DIFand do ask,
FERENCE DOES IT MAKE TO
THE REST OF THE WORLD IF Z
CAST OUT THE ANTI-CHRIST
WITHIN ME AND THE REST
OF HUMANITY REFUSES TO
DO SO?“:
It
Because again, remember
Humanity
and the creations of God are all
related as a part of the
Your manifested world is a
reflection of what exists
within each of you. You each are
a part of the pool of mass consciousness, which means you each
are responsible for your portion of
the whole. For example, a comparison can be made between the
pollution which exists in the air,
water and ground of this wondrous
planet and the pollution of the
Anti-Christ which
each support within yourselves.
So for
each one of you who recognizes
and casts out the Anti-Christ
within, you are essentially healing
a portion of the disease of mass
make a
consciousness.
difference by committing your will
to the knowledge and wisdom of
in God’s Kingdom.
become a part of the solution for
healing the cesspool of darkness in
mass consciousness, rather than
remaining as a part of the problem.
You see, you will then carry the
Light of Truth and Wisdom of our
Father within you and others are
attracted to it, because it is’the joy
of the Spirit of
itself and
YOU become the vehicle for offering it to them.
May
candle of Love, Truth and Light
deliver the Divine Spark of Understanding to
who await their
call from

Well done, chela, well done indeed.
And for you who would
have more of the directed teachings
and explanations of that which has
#6

been given and then corrupted by
Man,--“straight from the Horse’s
mouth”--1 suggest you stay tuned!
Master Esu “Jesus” Sananda intends to give this chela direct and
literal instructions as to that which
you
call
the
“COMMANDMENTS”--you may be surprised to
find that there may not even be
TEN of them, but that is not for
me. For that which you will receive will come directly from Emmanuel Sananda (Jesus), Lord
Michael and Germain.
You are
going to witness a world in transition and transmutation and there is
rejoicing in the Houses and Councils of God. Amen.

also, at the graduation into unity of
purpose.
Oh yes, and Dharma
shouts, HALLELUJAH!
(She
“thinks” she will get a rest! let us
not burst of her bubble.) I get another funny reaction--When Little
Crow was sent to tell Dharma that
she would write at least three more
volumes (some 10 volumes past), it
has been laughed about greatly by
one who kept saying “when are we
going to have done enough”? Little was their realization that God
always has plans for ones who effort to limit--he makes of them the
scribes so that they, too, can produce in unlimitedness!

We know and understand that this
is THE information for which most
of you readers long for and have
awaited--but all things must flow in
proper sequence and again, I remind you--if you know not the
problems and uncover the lies, you
cannot recognize of the cure for the
diseases which have been created
to keep you blinded.

Keep your sense of humor, chelas,
for the journey is an experience to
be accepted in fullness and joy--not
with thine faces long and thine
spirits down--IF YE WALK WITH
GOD OF TRUTH THROUGH
THIS JOURNEY IT CAN BE
NAUGHT BUT JOY! Ye must
release that which is perceived as
“bad” form thine possession of it-for it is NOT YOURS TO POSSESS! PONDER IT.

I am going to ask closure of this
portion
following
addition
of
Sananda’s message via Thomeros
Efi (Thomas) for the name itself
(Thomas) is “Communion, Twin
within the Light and bringer of
“Communication”).
Dru is our
loving term for Druthea (Bringer
of strength through the teachings
and Gift of God). We are grateful
indeed, to share in the service unto
Man and God.
These writings will be placed to
print in their own volumes as we
move along but we will adhere to
necessary sequence for optimum
speed of acceptance and fullness of
understanding. Our beloved Joy’s
word is into and finishing the second volume of three books and will
soon be available as the material is
almost ready for publication-awaiting the final format.
The
cover will bear a reflection of
Sananda and the term “Joy” needs
no explanation! As other scribes
are introduced we shall rejoice

capitive, locked within his own cell
unable to break free...and it is fear
that has been thine shackles. Tear
away the imaginary shackles that
keep you powerless a
and come
forth in the clear light of day to
breathe freely within the Lighted
Radiance of The ONE. Do not
cower in the darkened corners unable to speak, unable to act, for it
is the Lie that tells you you are
powerless, bound. Make the conscious choice for change and freedom...only then may you begin to
see clearly that which has kept you
in your slumber.
FACE YOUR ENEMIES

IN LOVE BEYOND THE DISCIPLINE,
I am Hatonn, to close and stand
aside while you take opportunity to
think upon these things. Salu and
Adonai.
2127191

Peace and blessings, Thomas, I am
with thee. I am Esu (Jesus the
Christed One) Immanuel Sananda
in the lighted radiance of The Holy
Father/God/Aton, in whose Service
I Come. The lighted radiance is
available unto all of mankind and it
is given freely and in full openness. Does the sun hide its radiance from those of darkness and ill
intent? The sun is fearless in its
giving forth light unto man...and
thus is it with God.
FEAR
For lo the eons man has been held
6
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“But they will harm me...”
Naught will harm you if you
openly choose to make your stand
with the LIGHT and speak truth
unto your brother who walks and
speaks in darkness.
Even those
who are of evil intent on some
level conscious or unconscious desire to know and hear m.
If you
do not have the courage to speak
the lighted Truth in frank, honest
exchange...then who shall? Why
do you choose to remain in the
corner? Always mankind will take
what he perceives to be the easy
way out...and yet, it is this socalled easy way that has kept him
bound and in darkness in a realm
of Radiance. Evil & real, darkness
& real. Just because you4ive in a
world where these are present does
not mean that you must become a
part thereof. In the ending’ALL IS
ONE. During this time, however,
there is a separation of the Radiance from the darkness.. .and, as if
by some huge unseen magnet,
those attracked to radiance will be
drawn ever closer together for
these are the ones who shall serve
Those ones
in God’s Kingdom.
making the choices for darkness
shall simply have a longer journey
back unto the’oneness, with many
painful lessons to be fully learned
along the way. Each has free will
choice and none may ever do it for
another. You may ever petition on
your brother’s behalf and such is
#6

wise indeed, for in the ending you
are petitioning for self in the Oneness of the All. There shall not be
completion until the All once again
return unto the One.
SELFLESS

COURAGE

In order to move ahead in your understanding of that which has been
the Great Lie, you must realize that
it is m who must take action. It
is you who must decide.
And
when you are ready for movement,
then shall the courage be mustered
to go forth to effect change. There
needn’t be great ego-filled expectations and self-aggrandizement
schemes in the journey into radiance and service unto God. None
are greater before God, for all of
His Creations are precious. Most
do not realize that there must be an
effort put forth to effect change. It
will come to you. You must consciously and clearly desire change
for change to occur. If you are
ever walking in self-doubt and selfpity the shackles shall keep you
bound within the darkened corners
for generation upon generation of
counting.
You are the screenwriter of the drama you are playing. Are you happy with the play
thus far? Always remember, however, that God is the Great Director and if you choose to be in His
Service then you must walk the
SELFLESS PATH.
-TRUST
Do you trust in God? Do you trust
in yourself?
Most, when asked
these two key questions, will simply shirk them off with a simple
response.
Now, go back slowly
and reread the first question. If the
answer to this question is yes, then
there is nothing to fear, nothing to
gain for self, only service for your
brother who remains in darkness.
If the answer to the first question is
no, then stop right there and examine that most carefullv indeed.
Do you trust in yourself? If you
say no, and most truly do not, then
stop there and take a long, slow,

careful look at it. Why do you not
trust in self? Are you not worthy?
Why are you not worthy? Have
you done some horrible thing at
some point in the now non-existent
past which you may change not a
hair of? Do you whip and flog and
beat yourself into a guilt frenzy for
choices made in error? Can you
not release them for the lessons
that they are? Why can you not
release them, for it serves you not
to cling to them like some old and
tattered rags.
Strip yourself of
these garmets that you drag along
with you and don a new garment
that you may come forth into radiance with self-worth, selflessly,
and have the courage to move
within the light into the realms that
are yet unknown to you. There is
naught to fear, only ignorance and
the unknown. Within God’s light
there is only new discovery and
service unto man.
Won’t YOU
choose this pathway?
A STATE OF GRACE
When you make the correct
choices, consciously,
to move
within alignment to the lighted example, you shall move as if in a
state of grace. I say, as if, for to
be fully in a state of grace you
must be gifted of the Father. But I
may share something of a secret
with you.
When you make the
choice to live according to the
Laws of God/The Creation,
shall be walking and living in a
perpetual state of grace.
IN THE PHYSICAL,
NOT OF IT
Always the tempter comes along
and whispers in your ear.. . “sure
would feel good...how about a little of this.. .what about a little of
that.. . ” Always the lure dangles
directly in front of you for vour
lessons to see what decisions vou
will make. Has it not been said,
and often so, that Earth is a class-?
Well, as you know, school
is closing.
It is time to walk
courageously, selflessly, in har7’
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mony with the Laws, in a state of
YOU
grace, AND THEREIN
SHALL SEE AND PERFORM
MIRACLES.
GREATER
THINGS THAN THESE
YE
SHALL
DO...WAS
IT NOT
SAID?
YOU ARE ENTERING
THE TIME, BELOVED, WHEN
YOU SHALL BE WITNESS TO
THAT WHICH WAS SPOKEN.
SO BE IT.
DEATH OF THE EGO
As you make the choice to come
forth from the places of darkness
in the clear light of day, as you
make the choice to cast away the
old and embrace the good Red
Road of Light, the ego will fall
away like the onion skin...it shall
simply peel off layer upon layer
until, eventually, you shall simply
walk in a state of godliness.
RESISTENCE
When you walk in a state of Godliness or Grace, there is no resistence. There is an almost fluid
movement, gentle. What are you
resisting?
Are your movements
fluid, within grace, or is there
great resistence
and struggle?
What are you struggling with?
Self? Why? Why do you cling
unto your last gasping breath onto
something that is only dragging
you down? Release it! Do not
misunderstand me; living in a state
of godliness does not mean passively accepting all the slings and
arrows that come your way, for it
is in this state (godliness) that evil
will always be openly confronted.
And when evil is openly confronted,
evil withdraws.. .every
time
To
do this serves The
-*
One...for lessons offered to ones
living in ignorance and/or darkness
serve the Greater Good.
The world is iickened unto death
with preachers who pronounce
their truth and their nercentions
and their lies unto the accepting,
misled masses. Each thinking it is
they who are offering the lessons
#6

to those living in ignorance, Well,
the lessons are for ALJ. And, if it
be against even ONE of THE
LAWS OF GOD AND THE
CREATION, THEN IT IS OF
DARKNESS AND NOT
OF
GOD...AND THEREFORE IT IS
ERROR. It matters not%
many say it is otherwise.
THE
LAWS OF GOD WERE GIVEN
THAT
FORTH
SO
MAN
WOULD LIVE IN HARMONY
AND BALANCE WITH THE
EARTH AND PROSPER.
YOU
HAVE NOT FOLLOWED THAT
WHICH
WAS
GIVEN
FOR
YOUR GREATER GOOD AND
YOU ARE WITNESSING THE
RESULTS THEREOF.
GOLDEN RULE
How many trespasses are you responsible for this day? How may
little abuses do you dish out with
your sharp and forked tongues?
Do you think that you must physically hit a man to trespass against
him? Whose wilJ do you follow?
How willful are you? If it
pain to your brother then I would
strongly suggest it is not of God.
If your actions are not of God then
it is my further suggestion that you
examine it most carefully, indeed.
If you travel to a foreign land and
enter a native house, how would
you wish to be treated? Would
you be welcomed and given comfort? Would you be met with open
hostility
and
refused
entry?
(Perhaps not a good example, for
most Americans would be most unwelcome
in foreign lands
this day.)
If you trespass against your brother
and realize it, do you make it
right? Do you go to your brother
and resolve the matter quickly and
openly? Or do you, in false pride,
internalize the anger or frustration
or guilt and move on? Think on
these things for therein are great
lessons if you will but hear what is
being said.

WORDS ARE
Has it not been said? Take great
care of that which comes forth
from your mouth, for it may come
back as lunch.
Measure intent.. .examine it. Do
you speak with ill intent with desire to manipulate or control? Is
your speech designed to clarify?
Punish? Communicate and share,
or dominate and control? Is there
an evenness to your communication
or do you resort to histrionics to
make your point? If the method of
communicating is to always speak
louder than your brother, then I
might suggest to you that to close
your mouth and listen to your
brother would be the wiser approach.
Words spoken of Truth
carry.. .they needn’t be spoken
loudly.
Do you, as some accuse us of doing, take a page to say that which
may be said in a sentence? Why?
The spoken word carries great impact and man uses it most carelessly.
When you walk in the
selfless service within the light of
The One, speech is clear, to the
point and their is little room for
misunderstanding.
CHOICES
Always man has been left to his
choices. The maps are being laid
forth to find your way out of the
maze of darkness and confusion
and into the lighted radiance where
we dwell. Will you not make the
clear and conscious choice to walk
with courage in the selfless service
unto your brother who yet walks in
darkened ignorance? Will you not
reach out your hand unto your
brother as he struggles to understand amidst the chaos and confusion? Will you offer unto your
brother a bowl of soup when the
food is scarse and the many are
homeless?
Will you make the
choice to live according to the
Laws given forth for your greatest
‘>
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and highest good that you may restore grace to your daily lives?
The guidance of God is present for
all who will
ask in earnest petition.
Won’t you ask of us?
Won’t
with
us?
YOU walk
Come...1 have shown you the
way...1 have prepared a place.
Come with me that you may experience within that new place in the
Radiance of The One.
Return,
beloved of Earth, return unto
God’s way...for
HIS IS THE
Blessings are upon you all who
the message we bring. There
are none that we do not know and
hear. Think not that you are carefully tucked away into some place,
for there will be no corner upon
the Earth hidden from our sight.
you
walk
with
us?
Peace.. .peace.. .peace be unto you
in the day of confusion that lie
ahead.
I Am Immanuel
Returned
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